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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
----_ . . -------:--------------.,------------------. 
Symbol 
Unit 
Metric 
Abbrevia-
tion 
English 
Unit Abbrevia-tion 
Length ______ _ I 
t 
F 
meter ___ __ ___ _________ _ ro 
s 
kg 
foot (or roile) ________ _ ft. (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
Time ________ _ second ________________ _ second (or hour) ______ _ 
F orce ________ _ weight of 1 kilogram ____ _ weight of 1 pound ____ _ 
P ower _______ _ p 
V 
horsepower (metric) _____ _ ____ _____ _ hor epoweL ______ ___ _ hp. 
m.p.h. 
f.p.s. s peed ________ _ {
kilometers per hOuL_____ k.p.h. miles per hOuL ______ _ 
meters per second______ _ m .p.s. feet per second ____ __ _ _ 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740ft./sec.2 
Mass = W 
g 
Moment of inertia = mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of " standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure =~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL = {s 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD - ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CD, = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD, = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD = DSp 
P q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc - q~ 
Resultant force 
i lJ1 , Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p- ' 
J.I. 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero. 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
i 
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Am FLOW IN A SEPARATING LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
By G. 13. SCUUBAUER 
SUMMARY 
The slJeed distribution in a laminar boundary layer on 
the sUijace of an elliptic cylinder, oj major and minor 
axes 11.78 and S.98 inches, respectively, has been deter-
mined by means of a hot-wire anemometer. The direction 
of the impinging air stream was parallel to the major axis. 
Special attention was given to the speed distribution in 
the region oj separation and to the exact location of the 
IJoint of separation. An approximate method, developed 
by K. Pohlhausen for computing the speed distribution, 
the thickness of the layer, and the point of separation, is 
described in detail; and speed-dist7'ibution curves calcu-
lated by this method are presented for comparison with 
e:l'periment. Good agreement is obtained along the for-
ward part of the cylinder, but Pohlhausen's method fails 
shortly before the separation point is reached and conse-
quently cannot be used to locate this point. 
The work was carried out at the National Bureau oj 
Standards with the cooperation and financial assistance 
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
INTRODUCTION 
Prandtl's postulate, that the viscosity of the fluid 
plays an important role only in a thin "boundary 
layer" on the surface of a body in a moving fluid, has 
been the key to the understanding of many puzzling 
phenomena occurring in the flow of viscous fluids. 
Subsequent works, both experimental and theoretical, 
have verified the existence of a "boundary layer" and 
have given conclusive evidence that the radical differ-
ence between the behavior of an ideal fluid and that of 
a viscous fluid is due to the presence of a boundary 
layer and the wake resulting from its separation from 
the surface of tll e body. 
In the region of potential flow outside the boundary 
layer and wake the eiIect of viscosity is negligible; 
hence the mathematical theory pertaining to the flow 
of a nonviscous fluid may be applied, a procedure 
which obviously find greatest application in the treat-
ment of flow about body forms on which separation is 
delayed and for which the wake is small. While the 
flow within the boundary layer must be treated as vis-
cous, much of the difficulty was avoided by Prandtl, 
who uel'ived a general equation of motion on the 
assumption that the bounclttry byel' is thin compared 
to the dimensions of the body, Thus, excluding the 
wake, it might appear possible to work with two re-
gions, one being the boundary layer and the other the 
region outside, each governed by its own set of laws, 
A more careful consideration shows, however, that 
each has an effect upon the other, and that no satisfac-
tory solution of the problem as a whole can be obtained 
without treating the two simultaneously. At present 
this is impossible. 
It has been found that the velocity distribution in 
the boundary layer, its thickness, and its tendency to 
separate from the surface of the body are governed 
almost entirely by the velocity distribution in the 
region of potential flow outside the layer. The pro-
cedure adopted, therefore, is to measure the velocity 
distribution outside the layer and to use this as a basis 
for cnlculating the flow within the layer itself. This 
procedure takes the place of the familiar one used in 
potential theory, that of using the shape of the body as 
the bnsis. A treatment of the former type, employing 
the IGu'man integral equation, has been developed 
by K. Pohlhausen (reference O. Unfortunately this 
treatment is appro).-llnate and e)"-perimental data are 
necessary to test the validity of the assumptions made. 
The flow in the boundary layer described by 
Prandtl's equation is termed "laminnr flow." It is 
well known that as the layer thickens this type of flow 
breaks down and is replaced by turbulent flow. If it 
be desired to maintain laminar flow, transition to the 
turbulent state may always be avoided hy a sufficient 
lowering of the Reynolds umber. 
The present paper describes a study of the flow in a 
laminar boundary layer formed in the two-dinlensional 
flow around an elliptic cylinder oriented with its major 
axis parallel to the air stream of a wind tunnel. } r eas-
urements of the speed distribution in the layer have been 
made by means of a hot-wire anemometer, and extend 
from the origin of the layer to and beyond the region 
where it separates from the 'surface of the cylinder. 
The Reynolds l. Yumber h8" been so chosen that the flow 
in the boundary Jayer does not become turbulent before 
separatiori.. The purpose of the study was to test 
Pohlhausen's approximate solution of the Karman 
integral equation, especially in the region of separation. 
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While a treatment of boundary-layer theory may 
readily be found in the literature (for example, in 
reference 1, which includes also Pohlhausen's solution) 
a brief discussion is included for conveniently judging 
the validity of the approximations as applied to the 
problem at hand. 
1. DEFINITIO S OF SYMBOLS 
We shall adopt a curvilinear system of coordinates in 
which x denotes distance along the curved surface of the 
elliptic cylinder measured from the forward stagnation 
point and y distance normal to and measured from the 
urface. The radius of curvature of the surface, and 
hence of the x axis, will be denoted by r. ince y will 
always be small, we shall neglect its curvature. The x 
and y components of velocity in the boundary layer 
will be denoted by u and v, respectively, and the x com-
ponent of velocity just outside the boundary layer, by 
U. The pressure of the air at any point in the layer 
will be deno ted by p. 
We shall find it convenient at the outset to express 
distances, speeds, and pressure in terms of correspond-
ing reference quantities as the units, denoted respec-
tively, by L, Uo and Po. The minor axi of the ellipse 
(L = 3.9 inches) is selected as the reference length. 
The speed of the undisturbed stream of the wind tunnel 
is chosen as the reference speed; that i , the air speed 
that would prevail in the empty tunnel at the position 
to be occupied by the leading edge (forward stagnation 
point) of the elliptic cylinder (Uo, about 1l.S feet per 
second). The reference pressure (really a pre sure dif-
ference) conveniently follows as the pre sure rise when 
air of initial speed Uo is brought to rest by impact, 
i. e., Po=X p U02, where p is the air density. The 
Reynolds umber R is defined as LUo, where v is the 
v 
kinematic viscosity of the air. 
The foregoing quantities are made dimensionless as 
follows: 
x y r u v p_ p 
L' L' I' Uo' Uo' Po - XpU02 
In order to avoid writing quotients, the symbols x, y, 
r, u, v, U, and p will be used to denote dimensionless 
quantities in the remainder of the paper, the division 
by tho appropriate reference quantity being inferred. 
The symbols with their new meaning are summarized 
as follows: 
L, Length of minor axis of elliptic cylinder. 
x, Distance along the curved surface of the elliptic 
cylinder at right angles to the axis of the cyl-
inder and measured from the forward stagna-
tion point, divided by L. 
y, Distance normal to and measured' from the 
surface divided by L. 
r, I{adius of curvature of the surface divided by 
L. 
u, x component of velocity in the boundary layer 
divided by Uo. 
U, x component of velocity in the region of poten-
tial flow just outside the boundary layer 
divided by Uo. 
v, y component of velocity in the boundary layer 
divided by Uo. 
p, Pressure of the air divided by Po. 
For describing the separated boundary layer Xb and 
Yb are introduced. 
Xb, Distance divided by L, the same as x up Lo 
the point of separation, but parallel to the 
major axis of the ellipse beyond this point. 
Yb, Distance divided by L perpendicular to Xb, 
with origin on the major axis of the ellipse or 
the major axis produced. 
(Xb, Yb) is any point aft of the separation point. 
Figure 13 may help the reader to visualize some of 
the foregoing quantities. 
II. BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY 
1. GENERAL EQUA TIO 
The experimental conditions, a teady two-dimension-
al fiow of air at speeds so low that compressibility may 
be neglected, makes possible an immediate simplifica-
tion of the avier-Stokes equations (reference 2). 
Their implified and appropriate form, given by Fuchs-
Hopf (reference 3) in our particular curvilinear co-
ordinate system and written here nondimensionally, is 
These together with the equation of conLinuity 
(3) 
are the equations of motion of a viscous fiuid from 
which a mathematical treatment of boundary-lao er 
flow may begin. 
A botmdary-layer equation was derived by Prand LI 
(reference 4) from equations in rectangular coordinate 
corresponding to (1), (2), and (3) by neglecting terms 
that become unimportant when the treatment is ap-
plied to a thin layer of thickness 0 (0 is also expressed 
with L as the unit). The terms that may be neglected 
were found by a consideration of relative orders of 
magnitude. Although the quantities retained are, on 
the average, of a higher order of magnitude than tho 'e 
neglected, in certain region orne of the former assum 
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\'C'l'y small ynlues n,nd <'nn hange sign. In these 
I'r~ion SOJl1e' of the neglectC'd quantities may be of a 
hi~hrr ol'dC'l' than some of those retained but, from the 
forlll of the' equations, it does not appear that till will 
intl'oducC' any significant additional uncertainty. 
The ultimate test of the accuracy of the approximn,-
tion formulas is the agreement between calculation and 
observation. 
In the following discus ion we shall II e the expres-
sion "of the order of" (designated by the symbol 0) to 
mean the maximum order attained by a given quantity. 
For example, when 11 is said to be 0 (1), 11 may reach 
values ± 1 or even ± 10, but it may at times have 
much smaller numerical values, even zero. A factor 
of 10, or possibly greater, is not to be considered as 
,ufficient to change the order of magnitude but a 
factor of, let u say, 100 place the quantity in a higher 
ol'dC'1'. 
Expcl'imrnLally we find sufficiC'nt justification for 
writing 
au i)2u au 
x, rl, 11, U, -a -a 2 and -a are 0 (1) 
x x x 
From Bernoulli' theorem (p+ U2 =constant, bear-
ll1g In mind that tbi eqnation is in dimensionless 
form) 
ap is 0 (1) 
ax 
. . d' h av v. 0 ( ) EquatIOn (3) m ·lcates t at --- IS 1. mcc ay r 
av 
v can safely be a SUJ1lC'd to be 0(0), -a must be 0(1). 
• ?J 
ConsidC'ra(ion of the order of mangitucle of v indicates 
that, it is a rea.onfll>le a umption to a sign valuC's 
av a2v (1) a2/, 0(11) Lo .:1- find -a 21 find a vfllue 0.. to a 2' 
vX X u y 
I~quatioll (1) and (2) are now rewritten with order 
of magnitude replacing the term themsclve, except 
for R and 9a'f! which are as yet undetermined. ?J 
0(1) +0(1) -0(0) =~[0(1) +o(~ )-00)-0(0) - 0(1) 
+0(0)]-0(1) (la) 
0(0)+0(0) +0(1) =~[o(o) +00)+0(1) +0(1) - 0(1) 
_ 0 (0)]- 1 ap (211,) 
2 a1l 
I T for the elliptic cyliudfr goes from 0.17 aL t he leading rdge 104.4 at t he thick I 
section. 
In the boundary layer the inertial and frictional forces 
are as umed to be of nearly equal importance; hence 
the incrtial and frictional terms in equations (1) and 
(2) must be of the arne order of magnitude. In order 
to sati fy this requirement, 0 rou t be neh l hn l R ill 
equation (Ia) i o(~} and, to snti [~T cctlltlLioJ1 (28) 
at the same time, aaP must be 0 (1), y 
The a sumption of a thin layC'l' means (hat 0 is small 
compared to 1, and hence that terms 0 (0 ) or mftller 
may be neglected. When thi i clone, eq nation (l) 
becomes 
(4) 
and equation (2) , while of no importancr III (·11(> di~­
ap 
Cll sion Lo follow other than to indicate that a· IS 
?J 
o (1), hecome 
Equation (3) reduce to 
(.5) 
Equation (4) i the boundary-layer equation as ong-
inally derived by Prandtl. 
Two additional result have come out of the preced-
ing discus ion. The fir 1" that .\ is 0 (R), not only 
o 
indicate one experimental requirement for the yalidity 
of equation (4) but how u , to order of IlU\gnituue at 
least, that 0 nrie a ,In when equation (4) i valid . 
By momentum consideration the law i actually found 
to be 0 = J( Ill' where J( i an unknown con tant of 
o (1 ) . The eeonel, that aap i 0 (1 ), how that t,he 
?J 
change in prc ure acros the boundary layer from 
y=o to y=o i 0 (0) . The ignificance of the latter 
deduction is that a pre ure mea ured at some point 
on the urfaee of the cylinder may be regarded as the 
pre ure in the boundary layer and in the potential 
flow ju t beyond it, anywhere along the normal to the 
surface from that point, and hence may be u ed to 
compute the peed in the potential flow by Bernoulli's 
equation. 
At the urface 11, and v are zero. A y increases, 
11 asymptotically approache U, the speed in potential 
flow out ide the boundary layer. U i u ually a 
function of .c; and ju t beyond the boundary Ifl.yer 
may be regarded a a function of :r alone, it change 
with 11 in the potentifl.l flow being of a lower order of 
magnitude than within the houndary layer. 
,..."---
l 
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Ln potential flo\\" we ha,~e by Bernoulli's theorcm 
p+ U2=PO+ U02 
\\"hC'rc P and Po nre the dimen . ionles pressure for I he 
points with the (limen ionless yelocities U and L -0, 
rccpectiycly. We shall choose for "Co the speed of the 
undi tmbed stream; and when we do so, we notc, upon 
reference to section r, that its value is unity. "~e 
ob e1"\-e al 0 that Po i a, constant. RepIaciJ~g [ '0 by 
unity and solving for U, we obtain 
(li) 
li;quatioll (6) is a relation between the dimeJ18ionless 
pn'ssure and the dimensionless speed nt the 0111er 
houndary of the layer. Difl'erentia,ting ('qulltion (6) 
"it11 respect to J' and denoting ~~ by '0-' yidds 
_dr=2U[/' 
d:x (7) 
Neglecting a pre sure c1ifIerenee 0 (D), the pressure aL 
[he surface and its Yf1ria,tion with x a,re related to C 
and U' by equations (6) and (7). 
U ing eqnation (4), (5), a,nd (7) allintegrnl equation, 
llltlllely, tho "Karman integml equation", ma~' be 
cleyclopecl (reference 1). It i ('xpressecl a,s follows: 
f '" lJ'''' -'2 U' (U-u)dy- Ud( (U-u)dlj o :r 0 • 
IltyeI'. A parameter 0 i introduced such that at 
!/=o, n= U. IIa\'ing defined 0 in this way, we llll1Y 
l'egarll it ~\S the boundary-layer thickness. incc aaU 
?I 
. f 1 au IS o· it ower order than -a ' we may write aL y=o, y 
~~ = ~~ =0. The suppo ition has been made thf1t tb(' 
thickne s has a definite finite yalue; whereas in the 
physical case u approaches U a ymptotically, there 
being 110 shf1rp division between the boundary layer 
and Lhe region of potential [lo\\'. The condition a,t 
o may he made to simula,ie the a ymptolic ca,se lllo r(' 
do ely by imposing the condition tha,t th(' cune of 
equation (9) shall reach the line 7)= Cwith 11('1'0 CllrYfl-
tllr('. As outer boundary conditions ,,"e have therefore 
au a2u 
U= U';'I =0, -a 2=0 at y-o 
vy y 
.\s il1l1('r h()ul1d~try conditions we ha,yc 
() 
by equations (4) a,nd (7), since u=o and v O. 
"-hcn these fOllr conditions are applicd, equat ion (9) 
becoJll(,s 
,,"h('["e A= [ ' I o~ R. Equation (10) represents a, family 
-1 d J' '" (U' )"d l(aU) ,- - -u-y=---dx 0 R ay y=o (8) of CUl'Y(, ,with 15 as pa,rameter, satisfying the inner and outer bOlllHln,ry conditions. 
2. POliLHA SEN'S API'ROXIMATE SOLUTIO, OF THE KARMA 
INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Equa,tion ( ) ca11 be soh"ed only \\"hen ome relation 
brl\\'een 11 and y is a,ssllll1ed. Pohlhnu8(>n choFe 
In keeping with the foregoing conditions, the upper 
limit of the integrals in equa,tion ( ) ma,y be written 0 
instead of ro since U- u is lIero when y is grea,ter than D. 
'Yhen this is clone and 7l as gi,-on by equation (10) is 
introduced into equation (,), tlw integrations with 
'/I Ay t By2 -j rV+ J)lI' (0) rrspecl to !I may be p('l"form('d. Tntroducing, fo r 
('oll,"rni(,llce, A= ['I :: and 2- R 02 ann making i.he 
\\ h('l"f' .1, H, <', Hl\(! ]) fU(' det(,I"!I1il\e(\ hy th(' ll\l\l1\daI"Y difl'Nrl1tilttions ,,-ilh I"('Rjled to .r indicatrd ill (~), 
conditions nt thr slwfll('r and at Ihe OUtC'f lillli1 of thr th(' ntri'lbks hring l', ( T', and z, w(' oht,a,in fi nally 
rlz O.R[ -9072+1(j70.4t.-(47.4 1-4.8 [,;;;;') A2 (I I [J;;/) A:] (11) 
d.r= U(-213.1~ ,').76A + A2) 
\\'J1<'n l !, lj' alld U" are known functions of x, equit- / 
lion (11 ) may he solved for z. Th('methodofobtain- ular ,"alucs OJ = -V~ and AI - U'I 2 " whc("r ( " ) is t Il(' 
ing the . oj 1I tion j" given in section 111. For example, 
. l 1 J' . f d yalue of L~I at :l"j, may he found and suh ti(,u (,ed in at . ome pltrtlCu ar ,-a lle 01 x, say .rl, 21 IS oun b~~ , 
soh"ing (11). From z= R rl and A= U' z the partic- (10) . The rcsult is 
",l1('1'e C1 is the yulue of F at Xi- Equation (12) is a 
relationship hetween u and 1hfR aL the point .rl· 
1-;:-
Sillcr AI, =) and D) arc constants and y"/Il IS 11,1;112 ' 
the (u, 'B, 1/) CUlTO is tho samo for all \"alues of 
(12) 
the Reynold Number a long as the assumptions 
underlying the boundary-layer eq nations a,1'e valid . 
ince tho truo CUITe can b(' reprcs('ntecl only n.pproxi-
mtttcly by it fourth-degr('r equation, ('qllaLion (12) 
ean lend to only an approximate, oluLion. 
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Separation of the flow from the surface occurs when 
the fluid in the inner part of the boundary layer has 
lost sufficient kinetic energy through friction to fail 
to advance farther into a region of ri ing pre sllre. 
Back of the position where the fluid come to rest, 
the higher pres UTe downstream cau es reversed flow 
and the con equent accumulation of .fluid crowds the 
main flow away from the surface . The point where 
the fluid comes to rest, just back of which the flow 
r(','erse in direction, is the separation point. Analy-
tieally, separation will occur when the initial slope of 
and is 54 inches in length. It was m01.mted verti-
cally between the upper and lower faces of a 54-inch 
octagonal wind tunnel, thus extending completely 
across the tunnel from one face to the opposite face. 
The surface was made smooth by alternate varnishing 
and andp~pering and finally by polishing with crocus 
paper. Around one side 2Y2 inches below the hori-
zontal mid-section of the tunnel, 16 pressure orifices 
were inserted for obtaining the pressure distribution 
over the surface. The connections were copper tubes 
of 0.04-inch inside diameter extending from the outer 
FIGURE l.-Photograph showing elliptic oylinder and hot-wire anemometer. The microscope as it was set ror viewing tbe wire is also shown. 
the curve representinr, equation (10) changes from a 
positi,-e to a negative 'Talue. This occurs when the 
initial slope is zero; that is, when the fir t term of 
equation (10) is zero. The criterion for separation 
resulting from Pohlhausen's solution is then 
A=U'lPR=-12. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BOUNDARY LAYER 
1. nESCRTPTlON OF ELLIPTIC CYLINDER AND HOT-WTRE 
ANEMOMETER 
The elliptic cylinder is of wooden con trLlction, with 
major and minor axes of 11.78 in hes and 3.98 inches, 
surface to the hollow interior of the cylinder and thence 
to the out ide of the tunnel where connection could 
be made to a manometer. The number and di tance 
of each orifice measured along the surface from the 
stagnation point are given in the first and econd 
columns of table I. 
The hot-wire anemometer may be described best by 
reference to the photograph (fig. 1). The e ential 
part of the in trument is a platinum wire, 0.002 inch 
in diameter and 3 inehe in length, on the nd of the 
flexible supporting prongs. The heat los from this 
wire when heated by a constant electric current serves 
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as an indication of the air peed acros it. By means 
of the three micrometer crews in the small lathe head 
on the bracket at the rear of the cylind 1', the wire 
could be moved in any direction through a dis tan e 
of about 2 inche. A setting to any position around 
the surface could be made by readjusting the upper 
horizontal part of the upport. 
The microscope and lamp shown in figUl'e 1 were 
1I cd to determine the di tance between the wir and 
t,he surface, for a given micrometer reading, by vIew-
ing the wire and it reflection in the surface. They 
,,-ere removed when peed measurements werc being 
made . 
2. P R ESSU R E DJST IUU UTION 
An inclined benzol manometer, one side of which was 
open to the still air of 'he tunnel room and the other 
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.i"llo l'H£ 2.~Pressure distri bution around one side of el liptic cylind r us delermined 
at 16 pre ure orifices. 
sid e connected to a calibrated pressUl'C orifiec in the 
tunnel wall 10 feet ahead of the cylinder, wa u ed in 
measuring air p~ed in the tunnel. Th moyement of 
t.he liquid in the manometer wa , light, since the 
speed maintained was low (about 11.5 feet per second), 
and had to be mea ur d by a traveling micro cope 
provided with a micr meter crew. The difI'erence 
in pressure between the wall of the tunnel and each 
of 16 po i tions about the cylinder wa obtained by 
connecting eparately the pre ure orifice in the cyl-
inder urface to the ide of the manometer previously 
open . The preyailing drop in tatic pressure between 
the tunnel-wall orifice and the leading edge of the 
cylinder was subtracted from these difference to give 
l)-Po, from whi h U wa omputecl hy means of 
equation (6) . 
After a setting of the eylincie)' wit.ll it major ax!.' 
approximately parallel Lo Lh e undisturbed air Lream, 
finer adjustment of the orientation wa made until Lhe 
angle of attack was zero a indicated by comparison 
between the ob erved pre ure di tribu tion over the 
forward part of tho cylinder and that computed from 
nonviscous fluid theory 101' zero angle 01 attack (refer-
ence 5). Exact flgreement with theory could no t be 
obtained because of the influence of the boundary layer, 
the blocking of the tunnel tream by the cylinder, 
and the pres ure drop in the tunnel. For making 
boundary-layer calculation, however, only the actual 
pre ure distribution need be known. I t may be re-
marked thflt the purpo e was to tudy not the boundary 
layer on Lhe surface of an ellip tic cylinder, but rather 
the boundary lflyer on a urface with fl known pressure 
distribution. 
The effect of Lhe hoL-wirc anemomcLel' and support 
upon the disLl'ibution wa determined for variou set-
tings about the urface with the anemometer lower d 
unLil the prong panned the orifice. ince the erreet 
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r 'lUUIlE 3.-Theorelical and observed speed distributions at stagnation point. The 
theoretical CUn'e was obtained [rom ideal fluid theory for the elliptic cylinder a t 
zero angle of attack. 
lI' it mall in all ca e , especially ah ad of the prongs, 
it ,,-as neglected. Pre sure di tribution were mea llred 
from time Lo time during the work as a safeguard agai n L 
accidental shifting of the cylinder. Good agreement, 
,,-as always obta ined. The final re ult for n.nemo metel' 
and upport ab ent are given in column 3 of Ln.hle 1 
and in figure 2. In figure 2 the theoretical pre sure 
di tribution for flow of a nonviscous fluid i al 0 given . 
3. PEED DlSTRIDUTlON IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER 
The relaLionship between the rate of cooling or a 
heated wire and the speed of the air acro it is 
H=A+B 
where H is the heat loss per degree difference in tem-
perature between the wire and the air (in the pre en t 
experiment, cxpres ed in watts per degree Centigrade), 
S is the cross-wire air speed, and A and B are function 
of the particular wire and the air density. A and B 
are d terminecl by mea uring H at known air speed .. 
W}len J J i. plot,Led as orciinate and ,J- as ab cissa, 
the rcslllling calibraLion curve is linear. Since A and 
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B were found to change gradually over a period of 
time, or suddenly if the wire received rough treatment, 
iL was neces ary to calibrate the wire before and after 
each day's work. ince the hot wire re pond equally 
\\"('11 to flow in any direction, only the resultant peed 
1.4f/ ~ Pohlh;usen ~ox'mJte 'so~ufton fir 0 , Observed, no correction mode for -< 
121- I heat loss to surface . /----
x Correcflon, as de- .ro ,. 
f----'--rtermined m sttl:l"-' I ~--
l.o-_al=-.ap!I,:d . j-
/' ' 1-;: 
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FIGURE 4.-Speed distributions in tbe boundary layer at three positions as desig· 
naled by the values of x. Noto tbe better approach to the origin wbon no correc· 
tion is made for heat loss to the surface. 
can be measured with it. For this rea on u and U 
are termed "speeds" rather than "velocitie " when 
speaking of experimentally determined values. Before 
the boundary layer eparate from the surface the 
mea ured speeds are, with good approximation, the 
,1' components of velocity. Wherever the flow direction 
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FIGURt; ':;.-S peed distributions in tbe boundary layer at two positions as desig· 
nated by tbe values of x. 
i obviously not that of x, the uper cript * will be 
added, for example, u*. 
Before measurement of speed distribution were 
made, the eITect of the cylinder surface on tbe heat 
loss from the hot ''liro in till air wa determin ·d. 
At 2 millimoters from tho smfaco tbo cooling ('(rect 
became perceptible. Within this distance tbe heat 
loss Lo the surface (expressed a II-IIoo, whore IIoo is 
the heat loss in till air at a great distance from the 
sm-face and H i tho heat 10 near the mface) was 
determined a a, function of the elistance y and the 
trmpcrature difI'erence betweon the wire and the 
surroundings. It was recognizod at the time that the 
heat loss to the ul'face is also a function of the air 
I. 4 ,---,r---;1-r-r-----,----,--.-----.---.--.----,-.,--,--
o 
- Pohlhausen:s 
.8 t---t--t--t-,-T-I,;I---t---t--t-- appro x imat~ -f----; 
u 'J: solution .::r--I-
o Observed, no 
.6 f--t--rlL+t--:r-t--r-t-- correction made-
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I--I+,'+-t-t--t--+--t-I sft/I air, applied -
.2 it J=rr J R I 2iJ~O-
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Ilx 
I 3 4 
yIR 
5 6 
FIGURE 6.-Speed distributions in tbe boundary la yer. 
7 
speed at the wire and the gradient in speed between 
the wire and the surface, Some results of Piercy 
and Richardson (reference 6) strengthen thi v-jew, 
No means were available, however, for determining 
tbi relationship, nor were tbe results of Piercy and 
Richardson applicable. Ju t how and when a cor-
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FIGURE 7.-Speed distributions in tbe boundary layer. Nole the hetter apllfoarh 
to the origin when 8 correction is made for heaL loss to the surrace. 
rection hould be applied to eliminate heaL 10 to thE' 
urface i therefore uncertain. lVhen the mooth 
approach of the peed to zero at the urface i u ed 
a a criterion, the present 1'<.' ult inelica Le tha t a 
cOl'l'oction val'ymg as orne inyor 0 function of Lheo 
speed, a well as with disLance and temperaturc 
cWl'eronce, should be applied, 
j 
1 
10 
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Traver es throuo-h the boundary layer were made 
at suita bly chosen position on the smface. At each 
position measurement of the speed were made from 
well outside the bOllndary layer to within 0.2 milli-
meter of the sUTface. The intervals moved wore read 
from the scale attached to that one of the tl11'ee 
micrometer screws ,,'hich wa employed at the time 
in moving the wire. The final di tance y was deter-
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FIGU RE .- Speed distributions in the boundary layer. Tole tbe better a l>proach 
to zero when a correclion is made ror beat loss to surrace. 
mined by counting divisions on the eyepiece scale of 
the microscope between the center of the wll'e and 
its image in the smface. Each time the microscope 
was set into position for measuring thi final distance, 
the eyepiece scale was calibrated by comparing the 
change in the number of scale divisions between the 
wire and it image with the distance tlu'ough which 
the wire was moved by the screw. It i, estimated 
that distances so determinen have an accuracy of 
± 0.04 millimeter. 
The results are giv n in figurE'S 3 to 12, inclusive'. 
and that computed on the ba 1S of an ideal fluid 
(reference 5). Although eXflct agreement i not to be 
e);:pected because of the tunnel blockino- and the ofreoL 
of the wake, such n. compal'i on serves as an approxi-
mn.te check on the hot-wire measurements. 
A clear and preci e indication of the position of 
eparation was obtained by allowing moke to enter 
the stream slowly tlU'ough a pressure orifice just hack 
of the separation point. The smoke moved slowly 
forward (indicating reversed fiow) to a definite stop-
ping point. When another orifice farther back of 
separa.tion was employed, the smoke from it moved 
forward to the same limiting position. The . epara-
tion point was thus determined at x= 1.99 ± 0.02. 
The experimental curve of figure shows the speed 
di. tribution just before separation and that of figure 9 
just after. That no marked change appears may be 
attributed to the fact that the hot-wire anemometer 
re ponds equally well to flow in any direction. This 
uncertainty in direction is indicated by the u e of a 
special symbol u*, it being under tood that the un-
certainty exi ts only on the lower horizontal part or 
the curves representing flow after separation. Before 
eparation, with u of order 1 and v of order 0=0.05, 
the assumption that the measured speed is parallel 
to x is quite good. After separation not only has the 
velocity reversed in direction near the urface bllt, in 
addition, there are probably large normal components 
where the reversed flow curve outward. If we were 
to speak of velocities in connection with the experi-
men tal curve of figure g, we would ay that the 
1.4 ~ t 
1.2 
10 
POhlhousens 
.81--r---r--I--l--+-,( +.H-j- +-+-+-- appro x Imole 
By mean of the (y ,lR, 1L) scheme of l'epresentatlon U' 
the curves aro innependenL of Reynolds limber. 
(See ec. IT, 2.) Reference to the x and J'h scales of 
figure 13 will aid the reader to visualize the position 
Y s olulion 
---t-r I L / t - o - Obscl ved (o ffer 
t tl Irl . spporallon), no I t Cal ,"pcllon made 
'I' J ~ t I ~o; s~~~~:~ss 1-
1
/ ~ x Correction,os of the various distributions. It will be observed that 
two ets of results are given, those to which a COJTec-
tion for heat loss to the surface as determined in still 
air ha been applied n.nd tho e for which it has been 
omitted entirely. Allowing for an uncertainty in 
y{R of ± 0.06 (± 0.04 mm), the manner of approach 
to zero will aid in judging where the correction should 
be applied and where it should not. In figures 4 
and 5, because of the high speeds at which the lower 
points fall, the correction seems to be unnecessary; 
whereas in figures 6 to 12, with somewhat lower 
speod at the lower point, n. correction scems to be 
justified. 
In figure 3 a compari on is made between Lhe 
measured speed distribution at the tagnation point 
, 0 r I I delermmed m 
,; if o/~~~ner Itmtl of seporaf- :x'~/b~~ ali? c:?fJ'igo 
- <" ed boundary layer ; 
. " 
I 2 345 6 78 9 
11 'R 
FIG URE 9.- peed distributions in the boundary layer . rter separation . 
ind ic.ltes an uncertainty in the direction or the speed in tbe wake. 
The ~ 
vector representing the velocity turns from a ruTec-
tion paraliel to the surface pointing upstream through 
n. little less than 1 00 pointing downstream in approxi-
mately the direction of :fb, as we follow the curve 
from the origin outward. 
Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 show Lraverse of Lhe sepa-
rated boundary layer and wake. It is apparent that no 
abrupt change in speed distribution in the layer accom-
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panies separation. It must be remembered, however, 
that u * is resultant speed and that approximately the 
, ame conditions a to direction obtain in figw' s 10, 11, 
and 12 a in figure 9. Vi ual ob ervations with smoke 
Rhowed that the air motion in the wake fluctuated 
greatly and that only near the separation point was 
the reversed flow at all regular. The hot wire shows 
this persistence of air motion in the wake. The results 
obtained here are much like those obtained by Linke 
in his study of the laminar boundary layer separated 
from a circular cylinder (reference 7). In 
figure 13 the boundary layer is drawn to the 1.4 
Rame cale as the elliptic section. The thick-
ness of the layer both on and separated from 12 
the surface is taken a the width of the region 
in which the speed i changing; that is, the !.O 
length of ab cis a between the point of tIl 
(y , 'll; u) curves where the tangents become .8 
horizontal. Owing to the asymptotic char- u' 
f1cter of the limits, 0 is somewhat arbitrary; .6 
hut, ince the ame procedure \Va used 
throughout, figure 13 gives a picture of one .4 
part of the boundary layer a~ related to any 
other and shows the changes that occur. .2 
IV. CALCULATION OF SPEED DISTRIBUTIO 
BY POHLHAUSEN'S APPROXIMATE METHOD 
The information required for an evaluation 
o 
~ 
V 
1(-
small correction. For values of x greater than 1.6, where 
the theoretical and experimental curve bear no resem-
blance to one another, a graphical determination of 
the lope of the experimental (x, p-Po) ClU've wa made 
directly; and for values of x between 1.1 and 1.6 both 
the direct and difference method were u ed. A curve 
of (x, ~;) was then plotted and a imilar procedure 
f 11 d · d .. d
2
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UU" FIGURE II.-Speed distributions in tho boundary layer aftor scparution. Tho' indicates an 
of U, U', and U'2 as functions of x may all be uncertainty in the direction of the speed in the wake. 
obtained from the curve of pre sure distribution and 
it first and econd derivatives. The derivatives were 
obtained by the following procedure. From x= o to 
given in columns 4 and 5 of table 1. By the formulas 
UU" (eL), (b), and (c) at the foot of table I, U, U' and U'2 
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-a-Observed (offer 
separation), no 
correction mode_ 
for heof IOSi:t: 
fa Surface . 
X Correction, as 
determined in 
sfill air, oppl/ed-
x =2. 133 I fi =23400 
were calculated. Formula (eL) i the same as 
equation (6) and (b) and (c) follow from (eL) 
o by differentiation and com bination. The val-
f T U' d UU" . . 1 ues 0 l, ,an U'2 urC' glven lD ('0 limns 
6,7, flnd 8 of table T. 
Equation (11 ) was solv ed hy the isocline 
method. Thi method invo]ws computing-
~~ with a umed yallles of z for variollS val-
ue of x and the accompanying val ue of U, 
VU" d~ U', and V'2' Points of known d; are then 
located on an (x, z) diagram and a short line 
drawn through each to indicate the slope at 
the point. The olution curve i then drawn 
I I in, passing through the various point with 
the lope indicated at each. (ee fig. 14.) 
FluURE IO.-Speed distributions in the boundary layer after separation. The' indicates an A procedure more convenient in certain part 
uncertainty in the direction of the speed in the wake. 
of the diagram i to draw line of constant 
o 2 5 6 
y/fi I .3 7 8 4 9 10 
1.1, where the theoretical and experimen tal pressure 
di tributions agree rather elo ely, a curve of difference 
wa plotted with x a ab ci sa. The lope of the dif-
rl'C'nce curve, oblained graphically, were then appliC'd 
to the theoretical slope as a correction. In thi way 
errors in determining the true slope entered (Inly into the 
lope (isoclines) and then draw the solution curve 
cros ing the i oeline with the lope marked on them. 
The particular olution curve required i the on 
that ati fie the boundary condition aL x=O, thC' 
stagnation point. Since U=O at x=O, ~: has infinite 
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values for value of Z other than tho e for , hich 
U' Z= A i one of the roots of the numera tor of equation 
(11) . At x= O, U= O, the numerator, a cubic in A, ha 
roots A1 = 7.052, A2= 17. 0, A3=-72.26. The corre-
f' po nding yalues of Z are zl= 0.89, z2= 2.25 , z3= - 9.13 . 
AL Z I, Z2, and Z3 we find singulftl' point at which ~~ 
i indeterminate. A solution eUl've can then leave the 
z-axis only at one of the ingular point. The ingular 
point a t Z3, involving an imaginary 0, is obviously of 
no intere t . It wa found that a solution curve leaving 
the singular point at Z2 led immedia tely to very large 
values of 0, entirely out of agreement with experiment. 
----
X b ~ 1.4 
Q 2 55 23, 500 
c, 2 .91 23 ,100 
<l 3 .14 23,300 
j.--<>-1\ 
x 3.27 2 4,000 
+ 3.37 23,600 
I> 3.62 2 3,200 
o 3. 87 2 3, 800 
1.2 
1\<1 
1\ 
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\ 
~ 
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I ~ 
1\\ 
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The zero i ocline then leave with zero slope. .\ little 
con ideration will how that the solution curve mll (, 
leave the ingular point along an i ocline whose initial 
lope equal the value marked on the i ocline; in thi. 
case the one wi th zero slope. For Lhe sake of accuracy, 
the solu tion curve was determined from a large clia-
gram con taining more values of the lope than thaL 
shown in figure 14. The values of Z and x resul ting 
from the soluLion are given in table I I. F rom the 
values of U' and R, A and 0 were calculated. These 
quan ti ties appear in the same table. The speed 
distributions were calculated from the e value of A 
and z. 
I I~ne) limit' of s~par~fed 
boun dary layer 1 
,(. Correction for heat loss 
to surface I /' hv. 5 , Cylinder surface I~ r ~r---> +-
f --@ --~ u 
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' IGI'R '; 12. Spood d isLribul ion in I,he separa led houndary Inycr a ncl wa ke (experi monl a l). Tho' indie~ILo nn uncerta inty in Lhe direclion of Iho speed iLl l he wa ke. 
Yb mea ns dis tances nor llla l to Lhe major axis of tho elli pse. 
1'hr ingular poio t at ZI ,\'as the only one that gave a 
solu tion curve in agreement with experiment . T he 
i oeline leaving ZI have an initial lope given by 2 
(dz) = - 0.1 o(dz) . dx I dx i 
[ ( UU" ) ( UU") l ' o. - 9072+ 1670AA- H.4 + 4.8ifT A' - L+~ A3-, 
U( - 213.12+5. 76A+ A') 
a const an t for anyone isocline. Differentia ting wi t h respect Lo x a nd setti ng 
(UU" ) l -C·" d trT 
l"" =O'--d.!- = 0. U= O for .r= 0; lhen suhsliLulingAI =( (: ' )OZI. we get lhe resul t 
(~.~) \ - 0.180 (~) ; where (¥X) Ii ' l he init i" 1 s lope of t he isoclino wh oso va lue 
IS (!!.!) . dI • 
V. DISC SSlO OF RE ULTS 
It will be observed in table II that the bOllndary 
layer has an initial thickne s of about 0.6 millimeter. 
It is a matter of conj ecture a to whether a t rue bound-
ary layer really exi ts at the tagnation point. Tile 
measurements indicate that poten tial flow probably 
extends to the surface. 
Also of note in table II is the absence of any Ales 
than - 5.37. The value A= - 12 required for sep-
aration was not attained. 0 calculation were made 
(0 1' val uo of :1' grecl ter than 2.937, but it is apparent 
from the val lie of U' Lil a t no z r n.n be reached for which 
A= U' z= - 12. Therefore, according Lo the calcLl-
AIn FLOW IN A SEPARATING LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 11 
ll1tion, separation do s not occur anywhere on the 
cylinder. A we have seen, eparation was found 
experimentally at x= 1.99. 
The failLU'e of A to reach sufficiently high negative 
values is reflected in the growing discrepancy between 
calculated and ob erved distributions in figures to 
11. As shown by figures 4 Lo 7, Pohlhausen's method 
yiclds good agreement with experiment up to an x of 
1.832. 
From an estimate of the pres LU'e distribution re-
f] uiJ'ed to give a calculated value of separation in 
agreement with experiment, it was at fu'st su pecred 
that the pres ure distribution might not have been 
determined accurately enough in the region where 
eparation occurred. A redetermination with pres-
ure orifices installed in the cylinder at critical points 
<lOwed that the pressure distribu tion as originally 
determined was correct and that a far as x= 2.1 the 
-:X:b 5cole~ 
;_---- - --z----;: - -----~.;-~~-o - -4 ----::--::_-_-- ---s~;:,;;:.;;ied-- ~ --
._-q- ,0 I. 2 ,-
.. ----~. $co1e..--> <'. ,~ -;:- -,---_.P..oundory 
. :;' ;( J o -~- ,!oyer 
---------f--II. 78 "' _____ u_~ ---'-. 
3.98" 
6 ut sfoqnotlon point from Isoclme 
Reference 
len9th (L) = 
3.98 in. 
10.0..9 mm 
calculation = 0.0.0.60.2 
]<'IOUH E l3.-Diagram sbowing elliptic cylinder and boundary layer in section. 
This diagram sbows tbe tbickness or tbe boundary layer compared to the size 
or tbe ellipse. 
experimental curve of figure 2 i definitely fLwd both 
a regard position and hape. 
The que tion arises as to whether PohlhaU'Sen' 
olution begins to fail after x= 1. 32 or whether the 
assumptions made in simplifying the general equation 
of section II cease to be valid. The following table 
shows that 0 change but little through the interval 
in x where discrepancie begin to appear. The failure 
can tben hardly be attributed to the growth of o. 
J. J. Green (reference ) ha hown for the case of a 
circular cylinder thaL t.he neglected term become 
important only at the separation point. Here v 
probably reaches an order of magnitude near t.hat of 11. 
cI 
x (byexperi-
ment) 
0. 1800 0.009 
.357 .014 
.545 . 019 
.725 .023 
1. 097 . 032 
1. 457 . 040 
1.832 .044 
1. 946 .045 
2. 029 . 0~9 
I t appears, therefore, that the initial faillU'e is the 
result of the approximations introduced in Pohlhau-
scn '~ solution; whereas farther downstream, ay at or 
neal' the eparation point, the failure may be due to 
the ub 'ell ce of important term in the basic equations 
fLS well. 
The only other known te L of Pohlhau en' solution 
is that given by Pohlhau en himself (reference 1) 
using data obtained by Hiemenz for a circular cylinder 
in water (reference 9). In this case the calculated 
eparation point was in good agreement with experi-
ment. An examination of the results of Hiemenz 
hows a steep pres ure rise beginning a short distance 
ahead and extending up to separation. The x, A 
curve for the circular cylinder shows a steep fall in the 
region of separation. Therefore the experimental ep-
aration point mll t be determined very accura tcly to 
how that it falls near A=-12. Since the foregoing 
condition does not obtain to 0 great a degree in the 
present experiment, the test applied here to the solu-
tion in the region of separation is a more sensitive one 
than that applied by Pohlhausen. 
32f-~f--If--I~1~~----+--j--j--j--+--+--+--+~ 
/ / 28~+-~-4--+-~-~~·--~~-+--~~-4/-~~ 
J 
II 24f-f-f-f-~~~~+-+-+-+-/kv-+-4~ 
/ V 
2 0. f--t--I--I--I--I--f---1f----1f----1f----1I--o'fof / --+--+---1-
, 
.J I. 6 1-+--1---1 -+-+--I-f---I--I+! j-tl-+--+---jI--l--+---1 
r- --r-~_+~¥+~_+--r-~_+~ 
(] 
.4 8 1.2 1.6 20. 2.4 2.8 
:x: 
FIGU RE H.-Isocline <1ia~mm anel solution run'e of eQuation II. 
co IO 
The experimental data pre ented here how that 
Pohlhau en's solution may be expected to yield reli-
able re ults where the peed in the potential flow i 
increa ing. In the region of decreasing speed, the 
solution cannot be relied upon to determine the peed 
eli tributiOI!, but give the boundary-layer thickne 
to a fair degree of approximation. eparation may 
actually occur where the olution of Pohlhau en fail 
to give it . 
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T ABLE I.- DATA D E RIVE D FROM PRE 'SUR E DISTRT-
BUTIO FOR CARRYIN G OUT ~OLUTlO OF POH L-
HAUSE 
Orifice dp d'p U U' VU" Dumber x P-Po liZ dx' [Ji2 
----- - ------ --
I 0 1.000 0 - 125. 4 0 7.92 0 
2 .175 . 163 -4.43 26. 7 .914 2.42 -3.28 
.260 -. 115 -2.56 15. 9 1. 055 1. 213 -6.42 
3 . 357 - . 307 - 1. 571 7.80 1.142 . 688 -9. ZI 
-------
.460 -.440 - 1. 010 4.30 1. 200 . 421 - 13.1< 
4 . 545 -.513 -.719 2.72 1. 230 . 292 - 16.9 
5 . 725 -. 605 -.354 I. 38 I. 266 .140 -36.4 
.950 -.657 -. 150 .60 I. 286 . 0583 - 9.4 
6 I. 097 -.672 -.0633 .485 1. 293 .0245 - 406.0 
------
I. 250 -.677 -.0050 .44 I. 295 .00193 -59000.0 
-.---
I. 350 -.677 .030 . 47 I. 295 -. 0116 - 1i50.0 
7 I. 457 -.671 .086 .49 I. 292 - . 0332 -226.0 
ij I. 581 -.655 
----- --- -- -,."--- --- --- - ----.----- ---- ------
--- -----
I. 600 -.650 . 1 0 .52 I. 284 -. 0701 -54 . 0 
-- ---- -
1. 700 -.627 .2'1 .50 1. Zl5 -.0941 -29.26 
9 I. 70.1 -.626 
'--.-300-- .... 0· .... ----.-- -.-------. -----------.-10 1. 2 -.592 1. 261 -.121 - 1. 0 
-.----
I. 900 -.569 . 30 -.30 I. 252 -. 120 9.45 
II I. 957 - . 553 
"-.'25--- "-:'::.-00" ----.-- -- -----.-- --------.--. 
.------
2.000 -.540 I. 240 -. JOI 28. 6 
12 2.079 - . 523 
--------
--_.-----
------- ---- ------ . ------ --- --
.---. 
2. 100 -.516 .20 - . 70 I. 230 -.0813 52. 1 
13 ~: ;~~ -.501 . 15 -.70 1.225 -.0592 97. 0 14 -. 497 - . 061 -. 20 1. 223 . 026 145.0 
15 2. 937 -.509 -.001 .2 1. 228 . 00041 
-7.I XIO ' 
16 3. 307 - .495 .08 .2 I. 22Z -.03 - 134 . 0 
-
(a) U=·./t-(p-Pol. 
(b) u'=-~, ~r 
"u, d'p 
UU" - tlx2 
(e) -p;!-- (;W )' _1. 
T ABLE II.-VALUES UF A AND 0 CALC ' LATED BY 
POHLHAUSE ' OLUTION AT POSITION X A D 
FOR REY OLDS NUMBER R 
[Boundary·layer thickness in milli meters= 101.1 elJ 
x U' z h R el 
-------
---------
0 7. 92 0.890 7.052 24.500 0.00602 
. 180 2.42 1. 91 4.63 24,400 . 00884 
. 357 . 688 4. 22 2.90 23,500 .0134 
.545 . 292 7.26 2. 12 24,000 .0174 
.725 . 140 10. 47 I. 46 23,600 .0211 
1. 097 . 0245 I .36 .449 22,700 .0284 
I. 457 -.0332 27. 48 -.912 22,700 .0348 
I. 832 - .121 42. 0 -5. 10 24, 300 .04 15 
1. 946 -. 111 4 . 5 -5. 37 23.900 .0.147 
2.029 - .095 52.9 -5.03 23,600 .0.174 
2. 133 -.075 58.5 - 4.39 23, 400 . 0500 
2. 196 -. 059 61. 7 -3.65 23,500 .0512 
2. 568 . 26 0.3 2.10 2?, 500 .0584 
2.937 . 00041 93. 9 .038 23,100 . 0638 
h=U'Z el=~ 
y 
~.-----
Z 
Positive directions of axes aod aogles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
,..--- I Axis Moment about axis I Angle ,-elocities I 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL __ X 
1 
X 
LateraL _______ y y 
N ormaL _______ Z Z 
, I 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
0-.1:.. 0 _ ]a.! 
1- qbS m - qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
I 
Designation I' ~~-
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
Ya" iog _____ 
X 
On= qbS 
(yawing) 
L 
M 
.'\-
I 
I 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tiOll bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
i ! 
Y--.Z RoIL ____ </> u P 
Z--.X Pitch ____ f) v q 
x--.y Yaw _____ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T. 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
l' Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= -2D pn ' 
Torque, absolute coefficient Oa= ~D6 
on 
P, 
0., 
1/, 
n, 
iP, 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~D5 pn 
Speed-power coefficient = -J p~: 
Efficiency 
Re,olutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. = 0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. =2.2369 m .p.h. 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m = 5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 
